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Program/Abstract # 53
Celebrating modern science: The anniversaries of Galileo, Darwin,
and Einstein
Diana Buchwald
Division of Humanities and Social Sciences, Einstein Papers Project,
Caltech, Pasadena, CA, USA
Celebratory anniversaries provide an opportunity to re-examine
the historical development of foundational issues in modern science,
as well as the specific contributions of major figures to their field. The
Darwin Bicentennial, the Galileo Year, and the recent Einstein
Centennial allow us to reflect and absorb novel insights based on
extensive recent scholarship. Topics that have long and at times
inaccurately been thought of as sufficiently mined seem to deserve
renewed attention.
doi:10.1016/j.ydbio.2009.05.066
Program/Abstract # 54
From Goethe to MADS-box genes: Two centuries of botanical
thought on homology and evolutionary developmental biology
William E. Friedman
Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, University of Colorado,
Boulder, CO, USA
In 1790, Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, the gifted poet, play-
wright, and novelist, established the discipline of plant morphology
and in so doing, created the foundational concept of homology in
his seminal work Metamorphosis of Plants. Although fundamen-
tally typological (idealist) in nature (as was Owen's concept of
homology in 1843), Alles ist Blatte (all is leaf) has served as a
central underpinning (in essence, hypothesis) for almost all
evolutionary developmental investigations of the transformation
of plant form. Throughout the nineteenth and most of the
twentieth centuries, the basic concepts of modularity and equiva-
lence created the critical intellectual framework for interpretations
of morphological evolution across the plant kingdom. As I will
argue, organismic morphology and hypotheses of organ-level
homology, whether explicitly acknowledged or not, continue to
shape almost all modern molecular developmental investigations of
structural divergence in plants.
doi:10.1016/j.ydbio.2009.05.067
Program/Abstract # 55
Development and evolution from Darwin to Davidson: Steps in
towards a mechanistic explanation of phenotypic evolution
Laubichler D. Manfred
School of Life Sciences, ASU, Tempe, AZ, USA
Development has been an important part of explanations of
phenotypic evolution throughout the 19th and early 20th century.
It has also been a central part of Darwin's argument. However,
development has, for the most part, not been part of mainstream
evolutionary biology in the aftermath of the Modern Synthesis of
the 1940s, which was largely based on the simple conceptual
abstraction of the gene as the unit of (gradual) evolutionary
dynamics. An alternative conception of evolution focused on
explanations of phenotypic transformations and the origin of
body plan features continued as a minority view in the context
of paleontology and morphology. While these disciplines referred
to development as a logical part of their theories, they had, until
recently, not a lot of empirical evidence to substantiate their
claims. This situation has changed dramatically with the
discoveries of the developmental and regulatory basis of phe-
notypic changes, which has led to a new emphasis on
developmental evolution as one of the most active research
areas in current biology. This talk will sketch some of the steps
in the history of developmental explanations of phenotypic
evolution and demonstrate both the deep historical roots and
the exciting new possibilities of a mechanistic explanation of
phenotypic evolution.
doi:10.1016/j.ydbio.2009.05.068
Program/Abstract # 56
Offerings from an urchin
Susan G. Ernst
Department of Biology, Tufts Univ., Medford, MA, USA
Major experimental and conceptual advances in develop-
mental biology have arisen from a combination of factors
including intellect and creativity of the investigator, novel
conceptualization of questions, prevailing scientific understanding
and technological state of the field, and choice of develop-
mental system. In the late 1800s and early 1900s some
extraordinarily talented scientists were drawn to sea urchin
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